Smarter Fun Games

HOLIDAY GUIDE
2022

HOW TO BUY OUR GAMES?

1. SHOP

AROUND

2. MAKE YOUR
WISHLIST

3. VISIT OUR

STORE LOCATOR

Welcome!
The FoxMind team is proud to present our 2022 Holiday Catalog!
We are thirlled to celebrate our 20th Anniversary alongside our devoted retailers, consumers, teachers and educators worldwide! Thanks to all of you
who provide our ultimate raison d’être: to develop and produce games that
offer Smarter Fun!

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL STORE.

foxmind.com/store-locator/
No local store nearby?
SHOP AMAZON FOXMIND STORE
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TOP PICKS
MATCH MADNESS®
95$
DUO

19

AGE 8+ / PLAYERS 1-2/ TIME 20
- 60 expert challenges.
- 3 Levels from Easy to Difficult.
- Develops dexterity and observation!

Experience the Match Madness thrills at its peak!
Duo is a matching game for fast thinkers! Be quick to
recreate a pattern on a card with your set of 5 blocks!
Perfect dual fun for up to 2 players! The game includes 60
challenges with 3 levels of difficulty.

MATCH MADNESS®
EXTREME EXPANSION

AGE 7+ / PLAYERS 1-4/ TIME 20

19

95$

* YOU NEED MATCH MADNESS BASE GAME TO PLAY WITH THE EXPANSION.

- 60 new challenges!

- Adds a new 3D cube to your set of Match Madness blocks!
- Level 6 cards makes challenges even more EXTREME.

MATCH MADNESS®
AGE 7+ / PLAYERS 1-4/ TIME 15

29

95$

Shift your brain into high gear in this clever game of speed
and perception.
Let the furious fun begin! Players sprint to arrange a set
of 5 blocks so that they match a pattern shown on a card.

OVER 300K UNITS SOLD WORLDWIDE!

First player to succeed grabs the card and a new matching race starts. Tensions rise as you scramble to outpace

- Fast-paced and lots of action!

and outsmart your opponents in this ingenious game of

- A game of rapid visual recognition!

perception. So fire-up your neurons and be transported by

- Perfect for game nights with family & friends!

Match Madness®!

4
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TOP PICKS
PRESTO®

STOCKING
STUFFERS

24

95$

AGE 7+ / PLAYERS 2-4/ TIME 15
- Includes one anti-stress squishy bubblo character.

UNDER 15

$

- A party & learning game for the whole family.
- 4 game exclusive Go Pop bubble poppers.
- Play the original Go Pop! game.

BERMUDA PIRATES®
AGE 7+ / PLAYERS 2-4/ TIME 20

Get the perfect travel-friendly game that kids and
adults will play anywhere! Our stocking stuffers
games are full of surprises and bring moments of
joy to the entire family.

29

95$

- High replay value with over 6,000 board configurations.
- Develops memory, logic and dexterity.
- Surprise catapult effect for great table presence.

BUBBLO™

4

95$

· AGE 5+
· PLAYERS 1+
· TIME ∞
- Relieve stress fidget toy
- Quality material
- Bubblo squishy fun!
Customize your Presto game with your own Bubblo!
Bubblo is a high quality anti-stress squishy that keeps your hands busy!
*Comes in an assortment of 4 colors. Rainbow/ Hot Pink/ Lime Green/ Blue.
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STOCKING STUFFERS
SLAM WORDS®

UNDER

15

$

14

95$

AGE 8+ / PLAYERS 2+/ TIME 10
- Fastest word search game ever!
- Easy to learn, easy to play.
- Play anywhere on the go.

SLAM BLUFF®

14

95$

AGE 8+ / PLAYERS2+/ TIME 10
- The ultimate game of bluff or luck!
- Easy to learn, easy to play.
- Play anywhere on the go.

SPEEDY WORDS™
TWIST

14

95$

· AGE 8+
· PLAYERS 2-6
· TIME 15
- Can be taught and learned in seconds.
- Excellent educational game.
- Dynamic party game!
A classic game with a twist! Speedy Words fans will get to play their favorite
word game again with a TWIST! Quickly come up with words that start with
a given letter and that represent a certain category. Find words of the opposite category with the TWIST version of the game. So, who will have the FIRST
word?
*Twist can be combined & played with the classic Speedy Words game.
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STOCKING STUFFERS
ROUNDO® HOLIDAY

UNDER

15

$

7

95$

TEACH & LEARN
29

95$

SMART COOKIES®

AGE 5+ / PLAYERS 2/ TIME 10

AGE 6+ / PLAYERS 1+/ TIME ∞

- 2 Available colors, red & green in glittered finish.

To celebrate the 25th anniversary of the now acclaimed

- An anti-stress, travel game of rapid visual recognition!

game Logix (and its successor Meta-Forms), we returned

- Fast-paced and lots of action!

to our secret kitchen and baked Smart Cookies! 64 fresh,
new brain-boosting logic puzzles offered in an enticing
cookie format. We’ve tweaked our recipe to further challenge developing young minds that will eagerly snack on
these delicious puzzles.

HEXO® FROSTY

9

95$

COLORIO®

14

95$

AGE 5+ / PLAYERS 1+/ TIME 10

AGE 3+ / PLAYERS 1-2/ TIME ∞

- Transparent disk with glittered silver sparkles.

Go PoP! Colorio is a soothing, tactile toy combined with a

- Play solo or 2 players in a game of rapid visual recognition!

simple logic game. It is designed to gently stimulate

- Builds logical thinking!

several of your child’s senses and skills. Develops visual perception, learning to count & improves child motor
skills. Play the logic 2-player game and be the last player
to pop a bubble to win!

SPEEDY CATCH

14

95$

AGE 5+ / PLAYERS 2-6/ TIME 10

Speedy Catch is a smart and fun game of speed and
visual perception for the whole family!
Easy to learn and play. A compact and portable travel
game a quick game for quick minds.

10
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FAMILY GAMES
KABAMMM!

14

95$

AGE 7+ / PLAYERS 2-6/ TIME 15
- Fun for the whole family!
- Practice your skills of speed.
- Develops your visual perception.

SIX-O®

14

95$

AGE 7+ / PLAYERS 2/ TIME 10
- Improves observation.
- Develops dexterity, color recognition & motor skills.
- Builds logical thinking!

TAC TAC JACK

24

95$

AGE 5+ / PLAYERS 2-7/ TIME 10

Players hit the tree with the axe to gather bark blocks,
which are worth 1 point each. They must also avoid
re-moving core blocks, which are worth 5 negative
points.

ASTRA SHOW ‘‘TOY OF THE YEAR’’ NOMINEE

At the end of the game, the player with the most

- A 3D dexterity game.

points wins. So, chop carefully and try only to collect

- Easy to learn, easy to play.

bark pieces.

- Plays up to seven players!
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FAMILY GAMES
MAZE RACERS®
AGE 8+ / PLAYERS 2-4/ TIME 10

34

95$

- 2 maze game sets included.
- Build 3D mazes and race them.
- Develops creativity as well as dexterity.

Players use magnetic walls and a good dose of creativity to
build the most wicked maze that will leave their opponent
scrambling to find their way out. Maze Racers is also a race
against time as from the moment a player has finished their
maze, the opponent is left with one minute to finish theirs.
When the time is up, both sides swap their maze boards
and a furious race starts! By tilting their board, each player
steers a ball through the maze as quick as they can in an
effort to complete it first. Be the fastest in 2 of 3 rounds to
claim victory!

SECRET OPERATION

16

95$

MARS OPERATION

16

95$

AGE 10+ / PLAYERS 4-10/ TIME 15

AGE 8+ / PLAYERS 1-6/ TIME 15

Assemble the robot using the components on the

Throw the dice! You will need quantities of each

cards. By using your deduction skills, determine who

resource prior to take off. Arrange the cards! Have the

is sabotaging the teams’s efforts.

exact number of resources indicated by the dice.

The world’s greatest minds have gathered to build the

Get ready for take off! Race to launch your crew on their

BZ1 superBOT. All the components are ready, and the

way to Mars by loading your spaceship with the neces-

team is ready to start. However, a message from cen-

sary resources. With limited space aboard, every inch of

tral command has just informed that a group of hack-

the ship counts to reach Mars safe and sound. Be the

ers have managed to infiltrate the team with the aim of

fastest Captain to put the resources in place for a suc-

sabotaging the assembly effort. Will you be able to foil

cessful mission. Here we go!

their plans and unmask the hackers before it is too late?

14
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SPORTS GAMES
SPORTS DICE- BASEBALL™
AGE 7+ / PLAYERS 2-4 / TIME 15

14

95$

MATCH MADNESS FACTS

▶ Classic Match Madness was first

Square off in an epic batter-pitcher dice duel! Sports Dice

launched in 2016.

Baseball is a fast paced, easy to learn and quick to play
dice game that gives 2 or 4 players all the action of a real

▶ OVER 300k sold Worldwide.

baseball game. Roll to try and strike out your opponent;
then take your spot in the batter’s box and try to hit a
home run! Sports Dice Baseball is the ideal game for all

▶ 4.7 stars/ with over 1800 reviews on

baseball fans ages 7 and up!

SPORTS DICE- FOOTBALL™
AGE 7+ / PLAYERS 2-4 / TIME 15

Amazon.com Match Madness Game

14

95$

MATCH MADNESS BLURBS
▶

Roll into the action in this easy to learn and quick to play
dice game for 2 or 4 players. Sports Dice Football includes

▶

all the drama of a real game. Go for it on 4th down and
reach the end zone to score a touchdown. Then try to

▶

stop the opposing team by sacking their quarterback.
Sports Dice Football is the perfect game for all football

Match Madness scores very high on our “let’s play again” game
meter because it’s so addicting. - The Board Game Family
Match Madness is an engaging game that is fun to play and
quick to learn. - Academics’ Choice Awards
“Match Madness is a great puzzle game that helps players develop faster processing and critical thinking skills.”
- The TableTop Family

enthusiasts ages 7 and up!

SPORTS DICE- SOCCER™
AGE 7+ / PLAYERS 2-4 / TIME 15

14

95$

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!

Roll your way to victory with Sports Dice Soccer! Sports
Dice Soccer is a fast paced, easy to learn and quick to play
dice game that gives players all the action of a real Soccer
game. Roll your dice and kick the ball in the opponent’s

For more fun games visit www.foxmind.com

net to score! The first player with 3 points wins the game.
Sports Dice Soccer is an ideal game for all Soccer fans
ages 7 and up. It is the latest addition to the Sports Dice’s
series.

16
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